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JCM Global Brings Technology Roadmap to Indian Gaming Tradeshow & Convention 

 
JCM’s core technologies, systems, and digital signage 

enhance player experiences throughout the casino 
 
LAS VEGAS (March 27, 2023) – More than 90 percent of North American tribal and first nation casinos trust solutions 
from JCM Global® (JCM). Now in booth #2031 at the Indian Gaming Tradeshow & Convention, JCM will present their 
technology roadmap to bring success today and in the future.  
 
JCM’s technology roadmap includes its core solutions such as the iVIZION® and UBA® Pro bill validators and GEN5® 
Thermal Printer. JCM’s leading bill validators and printer increase security, accountability, and player convenience 
with exclusive, patented technologies. 
 
Tribal casinos of all sizes are building on their JCM technology foundation and taking their operations to the next 
level with JCM’s systems technologies like ICB® and FUZION®. With ICB, casinos evolve their cash and asset 
management to improve both the drop and count process. 
 
The FUZION system provides real-time health monitoring data and predictive drop and maintenance scheduling to 
dramatically increase operational efficiency. Additionally, FUZION gives operators more choices to add cashless 
with technologies that securely enable Bluetooth and near-field communication options for mobile devices using 
proven technology available through a variety of FINTECH partners.  
 
The unsurpassed brightness and clarity of JCM digital signage solutions, such as the DSS VB DIAMOND™, take 
guest experience to new heights. The VB DIAMOND has higher brightness and a wider viewing angle for the ultimate 
viewing experience from any seat in the house. From sports bars to sportsbooks, VB DIAMOND creates exciting 
environments that keep guests cheering for more. 
 
JCM will also showcase play-enhancing systems like TITA® and PromoNet™, giving JCM’s technology roadmap a 
fully rounded solution for every size of casino. 
 
Discover what JCM’s technology roadmap can do for your casino in IGA booth #2031, and join JCM on LinkedIn, 
Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.  
 
About JCM Global 
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the 
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and 
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components have earned 
multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming, 
kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information. 
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